Social Care Solutions

Demand for social care
is growing year on year,
while public sector
budgets are shrinking in
equal measure.
Local Authorities have a duty of care
to all of their citizens, so how can
they do more with less?
The answer is to enable citizens to
help themselves – to support them
in making appropriate choices for
their care and support, through
online services so that they can live
independently for longer.

What we do
PCG Technology Solutions provides industry-leading
technology and consultancy services to public sector
organisations, helping them to affordably implement
digital strategies which deliver improved outcomes for
their citizens and customers.
More than just a technology or software provider —
we work in true partnership with our clients to deliver
best-in-class solutions that precisely meet the needs of
their customers and stakeholders.
PCG Technology Solutions has delivered hundreds of
public sector web solutions in the UK across a range of
disciplines and specialties. Our Digital Platform delivers
end-to-end online functionality for the public sector
and supports a range of solutions including websites,
intranets, social care systems, booking engines,
eCommerce, search, forms, and more.
Find out more at
www.publicconsultinggroup.co.uk

Our parent company
Public Consulting Group (PCG) provides industryleading management consulting and web-based
solutions to help public, private and voluntary
organisations realise their vision and achieve a
varied range of strategic requirements.
We combine our resources and expertise from our
range of practice areas to offer a multidisciplinary
approach to solving client challenges.
PCG has a rapidly growing presence in the UK
and across Europe. Established in 1986 with
headquarters in Boston, Massachusetts, the firm
has extensive experience in all 50 states and
clients in six Canadian provinces. Because PCG
has dedicated itself almost exclusively to the
public sector for 30 years, the firm has developed
a deep understanding of the legal and regulatory
requirements and fiscal constraints that often
dictate a public agency’s ability to meet the needs
of the populations it serves.
Our corporate structure means we are small
enough to care, but big enough to cope.

What we can do for you
PCG Technology Solutions provides a product suite
called Assist that services the needs of all of the
stakeholders in any community.

Personal Budgets
Assist provides a range of personal budget
management solutions:
•

Self-Service – Simple but powerful online tools
for individuals (or a carer) to manage online
and offline activity

•

Virtual Wallet – This ‘software and service’
solution combines the best attributes of both
direct payments and managed budgets to offer
a compelling alternative. The funds are held by
PCG in a client bank account, with individuals
managing their ‘virtual wallet’ online or via our
telephone helpdesk

•

Broker Portal - Enables third-party brokers,
providers and funding bodies (Local Authorities
or CCGs) to manage personal budgets efficiently
and effectively

The benefits of Assist are:
•

•
•
•

•
•

Core ‘national’ platform split in to modules, to
deliver efficiency whilst providing a bespoke
solution to each Local Authority or locality
The use of the latest technology to deliver end-toend planning of care and support
Support for citizens from childhood through to
adulthood
Developed using open source software and open
standards – to reduce costs of ownership, while
maximising integration
Support for single authorities, multiple organisations
or entire regions
Option of a ‘Managed Service’ to reduce
administrative burden for Local Authorities and
unlock efficiencies

Information and Advice
Assist’s Information and Advice solution offers
multiple search and discovery features including a
smart search, interactive tools and ‘personalised
guidance’ which tailors outputs to the individual.
The platform is underpinned by a powerful content
management system to allow local editing, along
with comprehensive directory functionality that can
consolidate multiple information sources.

This range of solutions means that Assist can deliver
choice and control to every individual, regardless of
the type or setup of their personal budget.

Health and Social Care
Integration
The Assist platform provides a configurable
framework to enable the collation and viewing of
data from disparate systems to provide a single view
of the service user. The integrated record allows
professionals to view information around health
records, social care provision, GP records and more,
through a simple web interface.

eMarketplace
Assist’s eMarketplace is designed specifically for the
health and social care sector. It features a powerful
catalogue management system and a closed-loop
eCommerce engine integrated with several PCIcompliant payments solutions.
It supports multiple purchasing routes (such as buy it now,
quotes, classifieds, re-order), and manages the end-to-end
purchasing process for both products and services, from
initial enquiries through to booking and payment.

Citizen Portal

Provider Portal

An intuitive solution
that enables choice
and control for
individuals or
their carers

A route to new
markets and an
end-to-end admin
system for
transforming
world

Broker Portal

Management Portal

A complete system
for the third party
personal budget
management

A flexible toolset that
can be built around
existing systems for local
authorities, CCGs and
other stakeholders

Self-Service
Assist’s Self-Service modules allow individuals or
professionals to complete engaging and intuitive
assessments, support plans and reviews online, with
full integration to resource allocation and/or case
management systems.
Rather than replicating case management forms
online, we implement user-led design processes to
deliver interactive tools which connect the user to
curated information, advice and next steps.
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